Legal and Ethical Risks and Risk Management in Professional Psychological Practice Sequence VII: Working with Couples and Families, Risk Management with the Suicidal Patient, and Legal and Ethical Issues presented by the Trust.

- 6 Ethics Continuing Education Credits
- 15% off your Trust Sponsored Professional Liability Policy premium (for 2 consecutive years at policy renewal).

Hilton Christiana 100 Continental Dr., Newark, DE 19713
May 12, 2017
302.475.1574

Registration opens at 8:00 a.m.
Workshop is from 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Eastern

Workshop Description

The times they are a changing. The continued dominance of managed care companies over third party reimbursement and the new uncertainty created by the Affordable Care Act in both the private and public sectors have increased the complexity of the legal and regulatory environment faced by psychologists. In this unpredictable environment, the need to avoid adverse disciplinary events remains an important priority and an active risk management strategy is still an essential element of professional practice.

After a brief introduction describing The Trust’s Risk Management Philosophy and Strategy, this workshop will focus on three specific topic areas: working with couples and families, working with potentially suicidal clients, and the ethical and legal challenges of developing a professionally and personally appropriate retirement strategy.

The workshop is applicable to psychologists working in all types of settings where health services are provided.
Objectives

- Discuss about The Trust Risk Management Philosophy, including strategies for identifying high risk situations and managing professional practice risks.
- Identify strategies for managing potential conflicts in conjoint treatment with couples and families.
- Identify risk management strategies in working with children with particular emphasis on the risks associated with divorced or divorcing families.
- Identify essential risk management strategies for assessing and managing outpatient suicide risk.
- Identify “post-vention” strategies for managing risk after a patient suicide.
- Identify “self care” strategies for psychologists who have suffered the loss of a patient to suicide.
- Describe the different professional retirement pathways.
- Identify the advantages and disadvantages of various strategies in planning for your own personal and professional retirement.
- Describe how to effectively and ethically close a professional practice.

Continuing Education Credits

Legal and Ethical Risks and Risk Management in Professional Psychological Practice Sequence VII: Working with Couples and Families, Risk Management with the Suicidal Patient and Legal and Ethical Issues presented by Retirement is sponsored by The Trust. The Trust is approved by the American Psychological Association to sponsor continuing education for psychologists. The Trust maintains responsibility for this program and its content.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Those who attend the workshop and complete the Trust evaluation form will receive six continuing education credits. Please note that APA CE rules require that we only give credit to those who attend the entire workshop. Those arriving more than 15 minutes after the scheduled start time or leaving before the workshop is completed will not receive CE credits and will not be eligible for the 15% premium discount described below.

Register online at www.depsych.org

Name/Degree ____________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________
City, State, Zip __________________________________________
Telephone ______________________________________________
e-mail ___________________________________________________

Fees: $139 – Members  $179 – Non-members  $64 – Students

Please fill in your credit card information below, if payment by credit card is desired.

Name on Card: __________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________
Card Number: __________________________________________
Exp. Date (MM/YY): _______  □ VISA  □ MASTERCARD

To register by mail using this form, provide credit card information or make check payable and send to:

Delaware Psychological Association
P.O. Box 718
Claymont, DE 19703

Eligibility for Insurance Premium Discounts

Workshop completion earns 6 CE credits and eligibility to receive a 15% premium discount on your Trust Sponsored Professional Liability Insurance for your next 2 consecutive policy periods. To obtain CE discounts, submit CE certification from an organization approved by APA to offer CE credit (must have been completed within the previous 15 months) with the insurance application. Discounts cannot be combined and are not applicable to Researcher/Academician or Student policies. Group policies become eligible for the CE discount when at least 50% of those insured under the group policy submit CE certification. All applications are individually underwritten and submission of CE certification will not guarantee insurance policy issuance or renewal.
The Trust is fully committed to conducting all activities in strict conformance with the American Psychological Association’s Ethical Principles of Psychologists. The Trust will comply with all legal and ethical guidelines for non-discrimination in promotional activities, program content and in the treatment of CE participants. The Trust CE Director is responsible for complying with these standards.

While the Trust strives to assure fair treatment for all participants and to anticipate problems before they occur, occasionally grievances may be filed. In cases where a participant files a written or oral grievance, the following actions are taken:

- If the grievance concerns the content of the workshop, webinar, book, or the continuing education test, a Trust representative will mediate and will be the final arbitrator. If the participant requests action, the CE Director or a Trust representative will either provide a credit for a subsequent CE offering or provide a partial or full refund of the CE fee already paid.

- Actions involving a credit or a refund will require a written note documenting the grievance for record-keeping purposes. The aggrieved individual need not sign the note. If the grievance specifically concerns The Trust, the CE Director or Trust representative will attempt to arbitrate.

Direct correspondence to:

**Continuing Education**
**The Trust**
111 Rockville Pike, Suite 700
Rockville, MD 20850
Phone: (800) 477-1200
Email: grievances@trustinsurance.com

**Target Audience:**

The Trust’s workshops and webinars are appropriate primarily for psychologists and psychology students, but may also be useful to other related behavioral health practitioners.